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Home Garden
Set priorities
before finding
neighborhood
that fits your
needs, lifestyle
BY PAT SETTER

San Diego (Calif.) Union-Tribune

How will you know you’ve
found the right home to purchase? It’s when you love both
the house and the neighborhood
it’s in. Finding the right neighborhood is one of the top homebuying decisions you’ll make,
because you’ll never love your
home if you don’t like the neighborhood.
To decide where you would
like to live, you’ll need to do
some soul-searching and some
investigating.
Take a look at your lifestyle
and make a list of what’s important. Do you like to walk to get
coffee in the morning? What
kind of leisure activities do you
enjoy? Do you like to get outside
and hike, or do you prefer to
head to a museum or library?
Do you have children or are
planning on having them?
Would you like to get involved
in a lot of activities, or are you
more of a loner?
Once you have a list of priorities, it’s time to do some
sleuthing to find out if a neighborhood fits your needs. Here
are a few things to look for:
BUSINESSES
If you’re looking at a brandnew community, find out if
there will be a grocery store
nearby. What about restaurants,
coffee shops and gas stations?
How far away will they be and
how long will it take to get
there?
If walkability is important, see
if the area has sidewalks. If not,
it’s probably not a pedestrianfriendly area. In a more established community, go to the
area shopping centers at different times of the day to check out
the crowds and accessibility.
COMMUTE TIMES
If you’re house hunting on the
weekends, you won’t get a clear
idea of what traffic is like when
you need to get to and from
work. Go at the hours you will
be commuting to get a true
picture of the time it will take.
FUTURE PLANS
Your plans and that of the
community are both important
to consider. If you’re thinking of
starting a family, then you might
want to consider an area that’s
kid-friendly with lots of young
families, parks and playgrounds.
That second-floor condo might
not look as appealing if you
need to get a stroller up there
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The view from the front door. The kids love to sit at the table and play games with the globe.

This designer has
plenty of pro tips for
home makeovers
BY LISA STEWART

y signature style
tends to include a
feeling of luxury, a
blend of elegant
finishes that look high end (even
when they’re not) and a sophisticated mix of furnishings that
reveal a unique personal look.
In new construction, I love to
fulfill homeowners’ dreams
while working within the practicalities of what builders can and
can’t do. Building a new home is
exciting, but it can be overwhelming – so many details!
Working with an experienced
designer, teamed with your
builder, can help control costs
while upgrading creativity so
you end up with a distinctive
home that flows beautifully
throughout.
Here are some reasons why
you’d want to hire a professional
interior designer, and things to
consider when designing a new
home.
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Downtown Raleigh
Home Show
A Anthony Carrino and John
Colaneri will appear at 1 and 4
p.m. Saturday on the Fresh Ideas
Design Stage. They ask for guests
to come armed with plenty of
questions.

Loecke and Jason Oliver
Nixon, the duo behind the High
Point- and New York-based
interior design firm Madcap
Cottage, will appear at 2 p.m.
Friday and 11 a.m. and 2 p.m.
Saturday.

Where: Raleigh Convention
Center, 500 S. Salisbury St.,
Raleigh
Cost: $7-$10 ($5 for ages 60 and
older, free for 12 and younger)
There is a $5 discount if you use
the discount code TRIANGLE.
Info: raleighconvention.com
...................................................................

Lisa Stewart says hiring an interior designer can give you more value.

5 WAYS A DESIGNER CAN
HELP
1. Couples don’t always agree.
Designers can reconcile con-

flicting styles and make unlike
things work together in surprising ways. This featured home
has a grand, palatial European

Details
Contact Lisa Stewart Design at
919-275-2212,
lisastewartdesign.com.
...................................................................

WORKING WITH AN
EXPERIENCED
DESIGNER, TEAMED
WITH YOUR BUILDER,
CAN HELP CONTROL
COSTS WHILE
UPGRADING
CREATIVITY SO YOU
END UP WITH A
DISTINCTIVE HOME
THAT FLOWS
BEAUTIFULLY
THROUGHOUT.
exterior cocooning a modern
glam interior that seems to have
wings. I collaborated successfully with the couple and builder
Kevin Mangum of Mangum
Design Build to make it work.
2. Designers keep up with the
latest trends and techniques
in building construction. Builders appreciate what we bring to
the table.
3. Interior designers know
when to splurge and how to
SEE DESIGNER, 2C

HGTV’s ‘Kitchen Cousins’
are ready to offer their
pro tips to Raleigh

A John

When: 11 a.m. to 9 p.m. Friday; 1
to 9 p.m. Saturday; 10 a.m. to 6
p.m. Sunday

. ..................................................................

MEET THE DESIGNER

BY BROOKE CAIN

bcain@newsobserver.com

Viewers of the “Rachael Ray”
show got a look at the TV host’s
updated kitchen set this week,
with a stainless steel island, a
retro-style fridge, new lighting
and living-plant walls.
It’s the handiwork of Anthony
Carrino and John Colaneri, the
cousins who run a familyowned, New Jersey-based construction company and who host
the HGTV series “Kitchen Cousins.”
The cousins will be in Raleigh

this weekend at the Downtown
Raleigh Home Show.
The Rachael Ray project –
revealed Monday in Ray’s
Season 12 premiere – isn’t the
only celebrity kitchen on the
cousins’ resume. They’ve
worked with actor Chris Williams, whose redesign was a
surprise from his big sister,
actress Vanessa Williams; Alfonso Ribiera, best known as Carlton on “Fresh Prince of Bel Air”;
and TV personality Jeannie Mai
and her husband, actor Freddy
Harteis.
The Williams kitchen is one of
their favorites.
“He lives in L.A.,” says Carrino. “Great weather. He had an
internal courtyard – and we put
a garage door into his kitchen.
Everyone who has ever seen
that episode kind of freaks out
about that. Maybe not for every-

GREG PALLANTE

Anthony Carrino, left, and John Colaneri of HGTV's “Kitchen Cousins.”

body, but for him – for his specific case – it worked out perfect
because he had the view, he had
the courtyard that was attached
to his kitchen and he entertained a lot. And now he had
this huge bay that would open
up and go right into a nice big
island. It pretty much doubled
the size of his kitchen and entertaining space.
“It’s been four years and still

to this day, he sends us messages and pictures saying it’s the
best thing that ever happened.”
The door they’re describing is
the type of glass-and-steel garage door you sometimes see in
restaurants, not the solid doors
typical in home garages.
“We get a lot of design inspiration from restaurants and
SEE COUSINS, 2C
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wonderful furniture stores
to suit every price point.
The comfy mink- and
sand-colored living room
furnishings are from Arhaus, and the modern
dining table is from Z
Gallerie. Both have local
stores that make it easy to
sit, feel fabrics and take
advantage of sales.
6. Remember lighting. It
can make or break a
space. That’s why I always
use a lighting expert to
help create a lighting plan.
Together we design lighting features for you to live
comfortably in the home.
Light stairways for safety.
Place outlets in the floor
for lamps on tables in the
middle of the room. Put
dimmers on everything for
relaxing evening entertaining. Consider adding
above-cabinet lighting to
supplement standard
under-cabinet lighting.
Add toe-kick lighting in
kitchens and baths for
perfect night lights. Use
beautiful chandeliers,
sconces, lamps and more
to finish the space off with
personality.
CAT WILBORNE

White-on-white trim and ceiling (Sherwin-Williams Alabaster) and walls (Sherwin-Williams Creamy). The kitchen countertop runs right up the wall.
Notice the clean look of the backsplash with hidden outlets and switches. Commissioned artwork by local artist Dan Campbell.
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DESIGNER
save without sacrificing
style. Allowances can be
blown easily, so designers
can oversee selections of
cabinetry, lighting and
other items to help keep
you on track. I revised the
budget in countless ways
to help free up money for
investing in worthwhile
custom features.
4. Designers know the
best sources. Most designers have access to
unusual items not available to the public. To

warm up the entry and
living room areas of the
project shown, we ordered
beautiful, hand-knotted
rugs. They’re due to arrive
any day now.
5. Designers use common sense. There are so
many gorgeous things out
there. You can become
emotional when trying
make multiple important
decisions at one time. “I
love this. And I love that!”
Feeling overwhelmed, the
temptation is to admit

defeat and let the builder
or sales staff choose. Really? Designers are in the
best position to help you
make decisions that are
practical and that beautifully contribute to the
overall design vision.
MY MUST-HAVES IN
NEW CONSTRUCTION
1. Build stunning decorative ceiling trims. Use
1-inch-by-6-inch lumber.
It’s a great money-saving
alternative to coffered
ceilings.
2. Skip the heavy, expensive built-in cabinetry
flanking the fireplace.
We lightened up those

nooks with a one-of-kind
art installation, matching
furniture and gorgeous
sconces.
3. Continue the kitchen
countertop material
right up the wall. This
visually enlarges the
space. Hide unsightly
outlets and switches by
using products that install
under the upper cabinets.
Order extra-light rail
molding for the cabinetry
to hide it nicely. Consider
adding USB ports and
device holders to handle
your phones, tablets and
other devices.
4. Make room for artwork. Nothing person-

alizes your home like your
art collection. It can be
anything from creations
by children and family
members to commissioned pieces. In this project, three local artists
followed my design direction, and their work was
better than I ever imagined. On the fireplace
walls, you see Peggy Lee
Mead’s artwork and Ginger Dorr’s custom florals.
Dan Campbell’s tryptic in
the breakfast nook daily
reminds the homeowners
of their beach trips.
5. Find furniture that
suits your family. The
Triangle is filled with

FROM PAGE 1C

NEIGHBORHOOD
every day.
See what’s in store for
the community at the
planning office. Will that
nearby open space turn
into a big-box store? Is the
developer planning another subdivision that will
take away the quiet hillside views? Nearby road
expansions could bring in
a lot of traffic and noise. If
you’re looking for a quiet
neighborhood, make sure
that it will stay that way.
SCHOOLS
Even if you don’t have

school-age children, buying in a neighborhood
with good schools is still
beneficial. Good schools
are good for the resale
value of your home.
AMENITIES
Master-planned communities come with a wide
range of recreational options, from hiking trails to
swimming pools and barbecue areas. See what’s
available and what you
think you will use. If a
neighborhood has everything from a rec center to

FROM PAGE 1C

COUSINS
bars, because sometimes
restaurants and bars are a
little out of the box,” says
Colaneri.
Out of the box works for
some clients, but mostly
Carrino and Colaneri say
their goal is to educate
people on how to best use
their kitchen space and
maximize it for their lifestyle. So their designs
depend on the specific
needs of the homeowner –
whether they cook a lot or
maybe just want the kitchen as a showplace.
“The most important is
keeping within that budget,” says Carrino. “Doing
everything you wanted to
accomplish in all those
tasks but doing it within a
certain price range.”

If you can’t renovate,
update
If your budget is limited
and you can’t do a complete renovation all at
once, but you want to
make a few changes at a
time, they have advice for
that, too.
If your layout works,
you can do things here
and there. If not, they
suggest saving up and
waiting to do it all at once.

. ......................................................

Find the
‘Cousins’
Get more info about the
show “Kitchen Cousins” on
HGTV. Watch episodes at
hgtv.com/shows/
kitchen-cousins.
The cousins also have a
podcast – “Home with the
Cousins” – at HomeWith
TheCousins.com.
You can follow them on
Twitter at @CousinsTV,
@CarrinoAnthony and
@ColaneriJohn.
.......................................................

“Assuming the layout
does work for you, there’s
not really a specific order
that you need to do things
in, other than I would
definitely replace the
countertops before putting
in a new backsplash,” said
Colaneri.
That’s the approach
they took with the Rachael
Ray kitchen. It’s an instudio space with a layout
that couldn’t really be
changed. So they updated
it.
“When you look at the

THE BOTTOM LINE
Hiring an interior designer can give you that
divine dwelling you’ve
dreamed of and more
value for your money. And
there’s no need to stress
about cost: Consulting
fees are typically 1 to 1.5
percent of the total project
cost. By engaging an interior designer before
construction starts, as my
client did in this project,
you will benefit by gaining
a more interesting design
and by using your dollars
wisely.
All of the designers who
participate in the N&O’s
Meet The Designer series
are members of the Alliance
of Interior Designers,
allianceofinteriordesigners
.org.

swimming pools and a
tennis court and you
aren’t planning on using
any of it, you might want
to consider a different
neighborhood. The more
amenities, the higher the
homeowner association
fees, and you don’t want
to pay for things you don’t
use.
NEIGHBORS
Get out of the car and
go for a walk during times
when people are home.
Stop, chat and ask questions. You’ll get insiders’
information – and find out
if they’re people you’d like
to live next to.

kitchens side-by-side,
you’re like ‘Whoa, wow,’ ”
says Carrino. “And it’s a
renovation that can be
done in a couple of days.
It’s not something that
would take months – it’s
even some stuff that DIYers can do themselves, if
they’re handy. But by
doing those couple of
items, it’s a really big
impact to the kitchen. It’s
a much more contemporary space that’s in today’s
style.”

A hot kitchen trend
The Ray kitchen also
has an element that the
cousins say is one of the
hottest trends right now:
colored appliances.
“I think stainless steel
will be around forever,”
says Colaneri. “But you
see people starting to
migrate to the colored
appliances for an extra
‘wow factor,’ and it makes
your kitchen very unique.
And you can play off that
color to other aspects.
Since we had this beautiful gray-blue color for the
fridge, we played off that –
we had granite tile, we
had some of that color
that wrapped around the
island and we had it in the
wallpaper. So it’s a great
way to kind of pull that
throughout the kitchen
and have a cohesive look.”

